


More on MEC-BRAS  Edmundo  Veiga has  kindly  sent
several items of  interest.  First he now has 3 manuals like
the No.5 described in 14/374, but for Sets 1, 3, & 6. All the
covers are similar to the No.6 below. The models in these
manuals, as in the No.5, are those for the appropriate 1954-
61 MECCANO sets.

The next item is the manual  below with No.9105 on
the cover. It also includes models for Sets 9102 & 9103, and
the Set Contents (on the facing page) cover these 3 sets &
also the slightly larger No.9113. The range of parts is a little
less  than  in  the  No.5  manual  but  the  PNs & illustrations
used are the same (see the MCS Extra Page X1.4).

Comparing the MEC-BRAS 9102-9113 sets with the 1-6
series, the 9102, 9103, & 9105 are very similar to Nos.2, 3,
& 5. 9113 has a few extra parts over the 9105 but the main
difference is the addition of the 4.5v Motor, the Control Box
for it, and the Bulb & Socket. The No.6 has none of these
electrical parts (they were in the add-on Sets 10 & 11 of the
time) but has some 15 parts that are not listed at all in the
9105 manual, including the 12½" A/G, #13; 19t Pinion, #60;
57t  Gear,  #65;  2½"  Cylinder,  #238;  & the  2*2½"  Flexible
Triangular Plate, #240.

So did the 1-6 outfits come after the 9102-9113 sets, or
before  them?  The  9102-9113  sets  include  the  1½*2½"
Flexible Triangular Plate, #239, so that puts them at 1954 or
after  (assuming  that  Estrella  did  not  introduce  the  part
before Meccano). If the blue/red/yellow colours in the model
on  the  manual  cover  are  correct,  that  was  a  definite
difference  compared  with  the  presumed  red/green  colour
scheme in of the 1-6 sets. Edmundo has remarked that his

understanding is that MEC-BRAS was made under license
from Liverpool.

The range of models in the manual is broadly similar to
those for  MECCANO in  the  postwar  to  1960s  period,  but
with fewer models, and none are exact copies. Some look
better  to  me  than  their  nearest  MECCANO counterparts,
and some worse. The Helicopter below, 60% full-size, is a
fair example of the better ones. Each model has a list of the
parts needed and brief building instructions. 

SUMMARY OF MANUAL •Name: MEC-BRAS No.9105. •Details
of maker: as for No.5 manual in 14/374. •Dates &/or Ref Nos: none.
•Page  size:  204*206mm  deep.  •No.  of  pages:  20+covers.
•Language: Portuguese.  •Printing: B&W ½-tones of models.  •Page
No. of Illustrated Parts List & highest PN: C3,239. •Page No. of Set
Contents  & highest  PN:  C4,250.  •Sets  covered:  9102,9103,9105.
•No. of models for each set: 16,8,8. •Name, Page No. of first & last
model  of  each  set  (no  Model  Nos.):  9102:  CARRIOLA,1;
CAMINHÃO,8.  9103:  MOTOCICLETA,9;  CAMINHÃO,12;  9105:
CAVALO MEC. C/ CARRETA,13; TANQUE DE GUERRA,20. •Other
notes: details from a photocopy.

The MEC-BRAS 4-figure set numbers bring to mind the
4  MECANIC sets,  9100-9103,  sold  (made?)  by the  same
firm, and known from 1956/7. Apart from the name, they, as
shown in MCS, look like 1954-61 MECCANO outfits, and the
Set  Nos.0-3  can  be  seen  on  their  box  lids.  Exact
comparisons  between  the  sets  with  common  4-figure
numbers isn’t  possible but certainly the two 9102s differ in
that  the  MECANIC  set  has  a  2½"  Road  Wheel  and  the
MEC-BRAS one doesn’t.  Both 9103s have two. The MEC-
BRAS No.2 doesn’t have one and the No.3 has one. 

The final item is the outfit below, and to the right; it is
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a Set  No.81680 and belongs  to  Edmundo’s  friend  Carlos
Granja. The Crane on the lid and the Trike on the manual
are  both  in  the  9105  manual,  for  sets  9102  &  9105
respectively. It  is  thought  that  the  Set  was  probably  the
largest of the day, and the parts that can be seen, and the
Crane, point to it being similar to the No.9105 or the No.5.

Nothing  is  known  of  the  date  of  the  set  but  its  5-figure
number might place it after the 9102-13 series. In passing
the parts described in OSN 14 look exactly like those in the
81680 outfit.

    The  date order of
the  various  MEC-BRAS
phases  remains  unclear,
in  particular  whether  or
not the 1-6 sets preceded
the 9102-13 series. Some
of  the unknowns are  the
box lids and packaging in
both  periods;  whether  a
blue, red, & yellow colour
scheme ever existed; and
when  did  the  Meccano
relation-ship start & finish.
Also  where  did  the
MECANIC outfits  fit  in? -
with some of their 4-figure
item numbers common to
MEC-BRAS  sets,  both
ranges  they  can  hardly
have been concurrent.
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